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Inspection Copy Service for UK Teachers
We will gladly send your school/college an inspection copy of most
textbooks (sorry, not audio-visual materials) you are thinking of buying
in class sets. If you subsequently buy 12 or more copies of the book
directly from ESB or our bookshop you may keep the inspection copy
free-of-charge. Please ask for more details or visit the Help section of
our website for full terms of our Inspection Copy service.

Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages (CEFR)
ESB’s mission is to provide UK language teachers and learners
with the best of a huge range of materials produced by the many
European publishers who specialise in the learning and teaching of
their respective languages.
In particular, we think it is in every pupil’s interest that UK language
learning should be aligned with the CEFR, which all the best new
materials produced within the other member countries of the Council
of Europe now incorporate.
As a guide, please see the table below for an approximate comparison
of CEFR language levels and UK certifications:
Language Levels

CEFR

Beginners
Near beginners
Pre-intermediate
Intermediate
Upper intermediate
Advanced
Upper advanced

A1
A2
A2-B1
B1
B2
C1
C2

General Certificate
of Education
Entry Level
Foundation GCSE
Higher GCSE
AS/A2
Proficiency
Fluency/Mastery

Contacting us:
European Schoolbooks Ltd.
The Runnings, Cheltenham
GL51 9PQ
phone: 01242 245 252
email: direct@esb.co.uk
www.eurobooks.co.uk
Business Hours
Monday to Friday 8:30 - 17:00
The Italian Bookshop
123 Gloucester Road,
London, SW7 4TE
phone: 020 7240 1634
email: italian@esb.co.uk
www.italianbookshop.co.uk
Business Hours
Monday to Friday 11:00 - 18:30

We are always pleased to hear your comments and feedback
regarding our resources. If you have any queries or suggestions,
please contact our Marketing Department on 01242 245 252.

We also offer Click & Collect from our
premises. Simply contact us, or order
through our websites.

All trade enquiries should be directed to ESB Head Office in
Cheltenham.

The Italian Bookshop is a division of
European Schoolbooks Ltd.
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Courses

ELI PUBLISHING

Classroom
courses
Ages 4-11

Forte!
EDILINGUA
This monolingual
course for primary
school children is fun and easy-tofollow, equipping teachers with a vast number
of motivating games, songs, cartoon stories
and communicative activities to use in the
classroom. In addition to the main three-level
course for 7-11 year olds, two introductory
volumes Piccolo e forte! are now available:
Volume A (for 4-6 yr olds) provides a first point
of contact with spoken Italian. Volume B (for 5-7
year olds) helps children begin to write in Italian
as well as developing their oral skills. For added
fun and extra activities Giochiamo con Forte!,
a set of over 50 games including board games
and cards, is also available to complement all
levels of the course.
Beginners
039953 Piccolo e forte! A - Libro + CD £15.95
039955 Piccolo e forte! B - Libro + CD £16.50
39951 Piccolo e forte! Guida per l’insegnante
£9.55
033281 Piccolo e forte! A - Libro digitale 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£10.95
033287 Piccolo e forte! B - Libro digitale 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£11.95
039971 Giochiamo con Forte! Kit
£52.00+
A1
039959 Libro dello studente ed esercizi 1 +
CD audio + CD-ROM
£17.95
039960 Guida per l’insegnante 1
£11.95
033272 Libro digitale 1 (i-d-e-e.it e-book) 		
£13.95
A1.1
041840 Libro dello studente ed esercizi 2 +
CD + CD-ROM
£17.95
041844 Guida per l’insegnante 2
£11.95
033273 Libro digitale 2 (i-d-e-e.it e-book) 		
£13.95
A2
044511 Libro dello studente ed esercizi 3 +
CD + CD-ROM
£17.95
044507 Guida per l’insegnante 3
£11.95
033274 Libro digitale 3 (i-d-e-e.it e-book) 		
£13.95

A fun course for primary school children,
structured around the method of Total Physical
Response. The main character, Nicolò, is a
nice boy with magical powers who always gets
himself into a muddle. Nicolò and his friends
accompany students on a fantastic journey
through Italy, visiting numerous places and
monuments whilst learning Italian. Children are
not only shown natural and artistic wonders, but
are also involved with the festivals, traditions,
food and culture of the magical land of Italy.
The series uses games, dramatisation, songs
and handicrafts to involve children with different
methods of learning. The books now also
include the online digital version for interactive
lessons at home and in the classroom.
Beginners A1.1
036289 Libro studente + digitale 1
£12.75
038212 Libro degli esercizi + digitale 1 £7.85
038532 Guida per l'insegnante+ CD 1 £19.95
038678 Flashcards 1
£17.95+
048646 Libro digitale (CD-ROM) 1
£53.00+
Beginners A1.2
048659 Libro studente + digitale 2
£12.50
048660 Libro degli esercizi + digitale 2 £7.70
048661 Guida per l'insegnante+ CD 2 £19.95
048662 Flashcards 2
£16.95+
048700 Libro digitale (CD-ROM) 2
£53.00+
Near beginners A2		
048828 Libro studente + digitale 3
£12.50
048829 Libro degli esercizi + digitale 3 £7.70
048830 Guida per l'insegnante+ CD 3 £19.95
048662 Flashcards 3
£16.95+
048831 Libro digitale (CD-ROM) 3
£55.00+

Un, due, tre... nuove
storie
LE MONNIER
Where did Pinocchio’s nose go? Why are
sweets raining from the sky? Fun short stories,
songs, rhymes and poems offer a simple and
effective way to learn Italian and develop the
four key skills. Each volume introduces aspects
of Italian culture and topics aimed at the relevant
age group with clear colourful illustrations
incorporating a fluid language progression. The
first volume Per cominciare is aimed at ages
4-6; the four numbered volumes from age 6
through to 11.
Per cominciare (ages 4-6)
031354 Volume + audio online
£10.50
031906 Guida per l’insegnante + CD £11.75
Beginners
032160 Volume 1 + CD
032163 Guida per l’insegnante 1+ CD
032164 Volume 2 + CD
032165 Guida per l’insegnante 2+ CD

£18.95
£11.75
£18.50
£11.95

Near beginners
32050 Volume 3 + CD
037025 Guida per l’insegnante 3+ CD
037029 Volume 4 + CD
037033 Guida per l’insegnante 4+ CD

£22.50
£14.75
£19.95
£14.75

Ages 11-18

Espresso Ragazzi
ALMA EDIZIONI
Clear, modern and full of engaging content
for secondary school students! Topics include:
friends, school, family and free time. A video
series is included in the first two books which
follows the lives of four young friends. The
videos are supported by a videogrammatica and
videoquiz to aid comprehension and build on
vocabulary and language skills. The student's
books also contain a workbook section with
answer key, revision tests, audio and a glossary
for each unit which can be filled in by the
student. The teacher's guides are to download
for free in PDF format.
A1
037606 Libro studente + ebook interattivo 1
NYP
037600 Libro studente + CD + DVD 1 £18.95
032664 Ebook (con audio e video integrati) 1
£13.50
A2
038558 Libro studente + ebook interattivo 2
NYP
038555 Libro studente + CD + DVD 2 £19.95
032667 Ebook (con audio e video integrati) 2
£14.95
B1
038557 Libro studente + CD 3
£19.95
032671 Ebook (con audio integrati) 3 £14.95

LS Junior
BONACCI
Bring Italian to life with this
modern, interactive course
for pre-teens and teenagers!
Through interaction with
social tools, audiovisual
resources and multimedia
students will build real-life experiences with
the language and culture, developing a truly
communicative command of Italian that can be
applied in a variety of contexts, both in Italy and
around the world.
A1
032747 Libro + digitale

£22.50

A2
032757 Libro + digitale

£22.50

B1
033422 Libro + digitale

£24.75
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Adolescent/Adult

Dieci
ALMA EDIZIONI
DIECI lezioni di italiano: a highly innovative,
easy-to-use course designed to maximise
memorisation and enhance intonation even
beyond the classroom! Original features include:
Talking Texts, additional recordings of written
texts from the lesson for students to return to
in their own time; Ascolto immersivo, extended
moments of relaxed concentration for effortless
language acquisition at home. These elements
of dialogue are set to a soothing soundtrack...
simply sit back, relax and immerse yourself in
the sound of la bella lingua!
The 10 short units are divided into
independent, double-page sections which can
be easily completed in one or two sessions.
Each level includes 10 videos; extra projects
and optional group activities; dedicated sections
on grammar and pronunciation; an illustrated
dictionary with vocabulary exercises; and a
cultural comic-strip. Useful lists of 10 for each
unit highlight key words, phrases and cultural
snippets to consolidate lessons and provide
immediate points of reference. The audio tracks
and videos can be easily accessed via QR
codes printed inside the books and online.
A1
033015
033409
033008
032805

Libro + ebook interattivo A1
Libro A1
CD audio A1
Ebook interattivo A1

£28.75
£25.50
£11.95+
£24.95

A2
033022
033414
033009
032807

Libro + ebook interattivo A2
Libro A2
CD audio A2
Ebook interattivo A2

£28.75
£25.50
£11.95+
£24.95

B1
033636
033637
033655
033661

Libro + ebook interattivo B1
Libro B1
CD audio (2) B1
Ebook interattivo B1

£29.95
£26.50
£14.95+
£24.95

B2 --- Summer 2022
033003 Libro + ebook interattivo B2
033007 Libro B2
033014 CD audio (2) B2
039751 Ebook interattivo B2

NYP
NYP
NYP
NYP

In alto!

L’italiano in testa

ORNIMI EDITIONS

LE MONNIER

Embark on a discovery of the Italian language
with ease, using this clear and simple course.
The structure is easy to follow and revolves
around a story of three foreign students in Italy,
their daily lives and their interactions with native
Italians. The course adopts a gradual, textual
approach, encouraging active engagement with
the language and culture in order to develop
communicative competence and intercultural
skills that can be applied in a variety of contexts.
Online resources include: interactive exercises;
fun grammar videos to diversify lessons and
aid understanding (ideal both for independent
revision and use in class with an interactive
whiteboard); downloadable audio tracks; plus
answers to the exercises, to facilitate self-study.

This new course, from the authors of Il Nuovo
Affresco italiano, is based on stimulating content
that covers key linguistic and cultural themes.
Study progression is rapid and allows students
to reach their language goals quickly and easily.
The textbook and workbook are combined in
a single volume. The volume also contains: 9
grammar sheets on the main topics covered; 5
word maps to enhance acquisition of thematic
vocabulary, that can also be customized
in PowerPoint; and an online multilingual
dictionary, which collects over 1,000 basic
words of Italian. Supplementary online resources
include: the audio tracks, interactive tests with
auto-correction, a downloadable PDF teacher’s
guide, and 11 digital lessons for the teacher (one
per unit). Access to the digital version of the
book is also included with each volume.

A1
031274 Libro dello studente ed esercizi + CD
+ Videogrammatica A1
£29.95
A2
033484 Libro dello studente ed esercizi + CD
+ Videogrammatica A2
£29.95

A1
033599 Volume + digitale A1
A2 --- Spring 2022
033602 Volume + digitale A2

£33.50
NYP

B1 --- Summer 2022
031278 Libro dello studente ed esercizi + CD
+ Videogrammatica B1
NYP

L’Italiano Smart
LA LINEA EDU
Attività ed esercizi dalla carta alla chat. Create
a group chat for the class on your device and
learn or revise Italian in a fun and innovative
way, between lessons! This series of original
workbooks offer activities that take place both in
the book and via chat. Thanks to the intelligent
use of cooperative learning, through instant
messaging applications each text - combined
with a simple smartphone - becomes a valid
and stimulating learning tool, especially for
young audiences. This series can be used in
the classroom or independently, for distance
learning or as a vacation assignment. Each
volume presents 20 short units to practise
the main communication skills, a choice of
communication areas and commonly-used
semantic fields. It offers
a simple and gradual
didactic style with
many exercises to do in
the book and digitally
via chat. A web app
with audio tracks and
supplementary materials
for carrying out the
exercises is provided
online.
A1
037937 Volume A1
A2
037941 Volume A2

LS. Corso interattivo
di lingua italiana per
stranieri
BONACCI
Bring Italian to life through interaction with
social tools, audiovisual resources and the
latest multimedia! Students will build real-life
experiences with the language and culture,
developing a truly communicative command
of Italian that can be applied in a variety of
contexts, both in Italy and around the world.
The course features: a gradual and integrative
development of key skills; a focus on texts and
vocabulary; grammar in context, with the text as
a starting point; a versatile structure in sections;
cultural reflection on Italy today with a view to
developing intercultural skills; digital materials,
audiovisual support plus opportunities to
implement social networking in order to develop
genuine communicative competence based on
experience even beyond the classroom.
A1
031243 Volume A1. Libro + digitale

£26.50

£8.30

A2
031252 Volume A2. Libro + digitale

£26.50

£8.50

B1
031253 Volume B1. Libro + digitale

£31.95

B2
031257 Volume B1. Libro + digitale

£30.75
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A1
031383 Libro dello studente con Eserciziario +
CD + libro digitale A1
£19.75
031385 Guida per l’insegnante + CD (3) A1
£16.50
A2
032110 Libro dello studente con Eserciziario +
CD + libro digitale A2
£19.75
032113 Guida per l’insegnante + CD (3) A2
£16.50
B1 --- Spring/Summer 2022
032118 Libro dello studente con Eseriziario +
CD + libro digitale B1
NYP
032126 Guida per l’insegnante + CD (3) B1
NYP

Il Nuovo Affresco
Italiano
LE MONNIER
A comprehensive course based on practical
and effective language use. This revised edition
of a long-standing course boasts updated
content and a richer offering of exercises
and activities. Close attention to vocabulary
and grammar rules is coupled with more
communicative tasks dedicated to developing
the four key skills. The course benefits from
a well-defined structure and provides clear
and gradual progression in both language
and grammar. The student's books include
an integrated workbook, glossary and audio
CD. Each volume comes with access to the
digital book and a range of interactive activities
enabled with auto-correction as well as a bank
of vocabulary flashcards online.
Beginners
039037 Manuale + quaderno + CD MP3 +
libro digitale A1
£31.75
039038 Guida per l’insegnante A1
£9.95
Near beginners
039039 Manuale + quaderno + CD MP3 +
libro digitale A2
£32.95
039040 Guida per l’insegnante A2
£9.95
Lower Intermediate
039100 Manuale + quaderno + CD MP3 +
libro digitale B1
£30.95
039146 Guida per l’insegnante B1
£11.50
Intermediate
039101 Manuale + quaderno + CD MP3 +
libro digitale B2
£30.50
039107 Guida per l’insegnante B2
£9.95

Nuovo Caffè Italia
ELI PUBLISHING
This course for teenagers and young adults
takes a simple and practical approach to
learning Italian, placing a strong focus on
spoken interaction and written skills. The books
include the digital version, online resources and
a supporting app for the audio-visual content.
Each unit offers plenty of listening activities
in authentic, everyday contexts along with
enjoyable exercises to get students talking with
ease. Key features include: grammar boxes, fun
revision games, an engaging Test finale in the
form of a playscript for the class to act out, and
sections devoted to Italian culture and events.
The course also helps prepare students for the
CELI, CILS and PLIDA examinations.

The new Italian
Project
EDILINGUA

New Italian Espresso
ALMA EDIZIONI
A course for English speakers, particularly
suitable for Anglo-American schools and
universities, which follows the proficiency
guidelines of both ACTFL and the CEFR.
Multimedia features include: an integrated
sitcom-style video series, extra online exercises,
and access to an interactive version of the
Textbook complete with online audio and video.
The easy-to-use layout offers helpful grammar
boxes and lexical notes, as well as links to
the comprehensive workbook. Each lesson is
supported by its own Italian-English glossary
and sections dedicated to Italian culture
and grammar. The Teacher's Guides can be
downloaded for free in PDF format.
A1-A2
038438 Textbook + ebook UPDATED EDITION
- Beginner/pre-intermediate £47.95
This updated, improved edition features a
large variety of new elements, such as new
texts, new activities and a set of six extra
pages of literary texts at the end of the book.
The literature section presents excerpts
from novels by contemporary Italian authors,
accompanied by reading comprehension,
vocabulary, and grammar exercises.
038443 Workbook UPDATED EDITION
- Beginner/pre-intermediate £19.95
038677 Ebook interattivo (Textbook) £43.75
038679 Ebook interattivo (Workbook) £18.95
A2-B1
031565 Textbook + ebook
- Intermediate/advanced
031559 Workbook
- Intermediate/advanced
032631 Ebook (Textbook)
032634 Ebook (Workbook)

£52.00
£21.50
£42.95
£18.95

The completely revised, updated and improved
edition of a bestselling Italian language and
culture course for English speakers.
Offering the same modern, engaging content
as Nuovissimo Progetto italiano, this course
aids and supports English-speaking students by
teaching Italian through the medium of English
rather than the full-immersion method of the
monolingual version. The course aims to enable
students to communicate with confidence by
acquiring a solid and well-structured command
of Italian. It maintains the original structure
and philosophy of the previous edition, still
encouraging quick progression, while offering
a lighter, more user-friendly course which is
balanced between communicative skills and
grammar. The course is supported online by
a range of interactive exercises, glossaries,
digital versions of the books, tests and more.
Brand-new videos (including new episodes,
quizzes, actors, locations and texts) are better
integrated into the coursebook, complementing
the dialogues, with revised audio tracks
recorded by professional actors. The cultural
sections are modern, concise and inviting, while
the vocabulary has been carefully revised and
follows a spiral approach through the textbook
and workbook.
A1
032211 Student’s book + Workbook + DVD +
CD 1a
£35.95
032934 Digital student’s book + Workbook 1a
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£21.50
A2
032212 Student’s book + Workbook + DVD +
CD 1b
£35.95
032940 Digital student’s book + Workbook 1b
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£21.50
B1
033456 Student’s book + Workbook + DVD +
CD 2a
£35.95
033887 Digital student’s book + Workbook 2a
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£25.75
B2
033471 Student’s book + Workbook + DVD +
CD 2b
£35.95
033889 Digital student’s book + Workbook 2b
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£21.50
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Nuovo Contatto

A2
033011 Libro studente + ebook interattivo 2
£28.75
033029 Libro studente + DVD-ROM 2 £37.50
033031 Libro studente 2
£23.75
035028 Esercizi supplementari 2
£13.50
033032 CD audio 2
£13.50+
032483 Ebook interattivo 2
£23.95

LOESCHER
A complete course of language and culture for
beginners to advanced level students featuring
cultural dossiers, improved exercises and
engaging audio-visual content. The course takes
a well-rounded pragmatic approach that quickly
develops communicative skills and grammatical
knowledge, with a keen focus on vocabulary.
Further exercises and a comprehensive
grammar appendix are provided. The course is
supported by a wealth of free online resources
including: teacher's guides, audiobooks to
listen to in class, extra activities, videos, the
course audio tracks, transcripts, glossaries and
answer keys. Volumes B1, B2 and C1 also offer
supplementary worksheets and activities online
that specifically support teaching of A-Level
Italian and complement units from the book.
Each complete volume (Manuale + Eserciziario)
also includes the digital version of the book.
Beginners
037248 Primo Contatto: Volume + CD £10.50
Primo Contatto is an introductory Italian
course for absolute beginners.
037249 Primo Contatto con esercizi:
Volume + CD
£18.50
The additional exercises in this edition of
Primo Contatto lengthens the duration of
the course, enabling students to consolidate
their language learning and providing the
opportunity to independently practise the
taught content.
A1
035956 Volume A1 + A2 (Manuale +
Eserciziario + Digitale)
£46.95
032023 Volume A1 (Manuale + Eserciziario +
Digitale)
£23.95
035685 Manuale A1
£18.50
035688 Eserciziario A1
£8.20
A2
033507 Volume A2 (Manuale + Eserciziario +
Digitale)
£29.50
035699 Manuale A2
£19.95
035796 Eserciziario A2
£9.95
B1
037204 Volume B1 + B2 (Manuale +
Eserciziario + Digitale)
£62.00
037209 Volume B1 (Manuale + Eserciziario +
Digitale)
£33.50
035802 Manuale B1
£21.95
035810 Eserciziario B1
£12.50
B2
035815 Volume B2 (Manuale + Eserciziario +
Digitale)
£33.75
035819 Manuale B2
£21.95
035822 Eserciziario B2
£12.95
C1
033457 Volume C1 (Manuale + Eserciziario +
Digitale)
£35.95
030497 Volume C1 (Manuale + Eserciziario +
Digitale) + DVD-ROM + CD-ROM
£42.95
035826 Manuale C1
£23.95
035828 Eserciziario C1
£13.95
033450 Guida per l’insegnante C1
£6.10

Nuovo Espresso
ALMA EDIZIONI
A bestselling complete course from beginners
to advanced level. Multimedia plays a key
role in this course: the first three levels feature
an integrated video series that follows the
loves and lives of four friends, dealing with
everything from the day-to-day to the exciting
and unexpected. The episodes are supported
by La videogrammatica which develops
linguistic arguments and expands students'
understanding of grammatical structures,
expressions and idioms present in the video.
Videos with supporting activities also feature in
the later levels of the course, available online
via ALMA.tv. A cultural section, caffè culturale,
enriches each unit with interesting texts and
extra information about Italy and Italian society.
Supplementary materials are also available to
purchase: workbooks with further exercises
for levels 1 and 2; and a grammar guide for
levels 1-3. Extra resources are provided for free
online including further exercises, tests, and the
teacher's guides in PDF format. Ebooks are now
also available.
A1
033010 Libro studente + ebook interattivo 1
£27.95
033025 Libro studente + DVD-ROM 1 £35.75
033026 Libro studente 1
£22.75
035027 Esercizi supplementari 1
£12.75
035033 Grammatica A1-B1
£14.50
034298 Canzoni A1-B1
£16.95
Diversify lessons,
motivate students
and spark their
interest in the
language and culture
with 12 of Italy's
most internationally
well-known songs!
Plus, download
an exclusive extra
unit on Mahmood's
"Soldi", Italy's 2019 Eurovision entry! Each
song is studied in detail through a wide variety
of class activities, games, grammar analysis
and exercises. Interesting information about
each of the artists is also provided. The book
includes a teacher's guide and answers to the
exercises.
033027 CD audio 1
032481 Ebook interattivo 1

£11.95+
£23.95

B1
033013 Libro studente + ebook interattivo 3
£28.75
033033 Libro studente + DVD-ROM 3 £37.50
033040 Libro studente 3
£23.95
033041 CD audio 3
£13.50+
032484 Ebook interattivo 3
£23.95
B2
036574 Libro studente + ebook interattivo 4
£29.95
036460 Libro studente 4
£25.95
034190 Ebook interattivo 4
£23.95
C1
035072 Libro studente 5
032493 Ebook (con audio e video) 5

£29.95
£23.95

C2
033034 Libro studente + CD audio 6 £30.95
032498 Ebook (con audio e video) 6 £23.95

Nuovissimo Progetto
italiano
EDILINGUA
A fully updated and improved edition of the
bestselling language and culture course, Nuovo
Progetto italiano. Students will communicate
with confidence by acquiring a solid and wellstructured command of Italian. This new edition
maintains the original structure and philosophy,
still encouraging quick progression, while
offering a lighter, more user-friendly course
which is balanced between communicative
skills and grammar. It is supported by a versatile
card game and online by a wealth of interactive
exercises, glossaries, digital versions of the
books, tests, ready-made Schemes of Work for
the teacher, and more.
New protagonists feature throughout the
course providing greater consistency between
each unit, while the activities are now more
inductive and engaging with shorter, more
spontaneous and natural dialogues. Videos
are better integrated into the coursebook,
complementing the dialogues, with revised
audio tracks recorded by professional actors.
The cultural sections are modern, concise
and inviting, while the vocabulary has been
carefully revised and follows a spiral approach.
Particularly complex grammar tables have been
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simplifed to aid understanding or moved to a
new section of further study.
The beginner and intermediate levels of the
course span two CEFR levels (A1-A2, B1-B2)
with separate textbooks and workbooks. An
optional split-level version is also available.
Beginners A1-A2
031800 Libro dello studente + DVD 1 £24.50
031801 Quaderno degli esercizi+CD 1 £14.75
031802 Edizione per insegnanti. Libro dello
studente + DVD 1
£35.75
031803 Edizione per insegnanti. Quaderno
degli esercizi + CD 1
£25.75
031808 Software per la lavagna interattiva
multimediale (LIM) DVD-ROM 1 		
£49.75+
031805 Gioco di società 1
£16.75+
032924 Libro dello studente digitale 1
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£19.75
033218 Libro interattivo per studenti 1
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£26.95
032925 Quaderno degli esercizi digitale 1
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£9.35
033219 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo 1
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£8.35
038915 Supplemento in lingua inglese 1 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£3.40

038902 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo 2a
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£4.30
B2
031844 Libro dello studente e Quaderno degli
esercizi + CD + DVD 2b
£26.95
032967 Libro dello studente e Quaderno
digitali 2b (BlinkLearning)
£14.95
038894 Libro interattivo per studenti 2b 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£12.95
038903 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo 2b
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£4.30
C1
031815 Libro dello studente+CDmp3 3 £31.95
031816 Quaderno degli esercizi 3
£16.50
031819 Edizione per insegnanti. Libro dello
studente + CD mp3 audio 3 £39.75
031821 Edizione per insegnanti. Quaderno
degli esercizi 3
£28.50
032970 Libro dello studente digitale 3
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£19.75
038905 Libro interattivo per studenti 3
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£24.95
032972 Quaderno degli esercizi digitale 3
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£9.35
038908 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo 3
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£7.75

A1
031806 Libro dello studente e Quaderno degli
esercizi + CD + DVD 1a
£20.95
032929 Libro dello studente e Quaderno
digitali 1a (BlinkLearning e-book) 		
£14.95
033220 Libro interattivo per studenti 1a 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£13.95
033221 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo 1a
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£4.60
A2
031807 Libro dello studente e Quaderno degli
esercizi + CD + DVD 1b
£21.95
032930 Libro dello studente e Quaderno
digitali 1b (BlinkLearning e-book) 		
£14.95
033225 Libro interattivo per studenti 1b 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£13.95
033227 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo 1b
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£4.60
Intermediate B1-B2
031828 Libro dello studente + DVD 2 £31.95
031834 Quaderno degli esercizi+CD 2 £16.50
031838 Edizione per insegnanti. Libro dello
studente + DVD 2
£39.75
031839 Edizione per insegnanti. Quaderno
degli esercizi + 2 CDs 2
£28.50
031841 Gioco di società 2
£15.75+
032953 Libro dello studente digitale 2
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£19.75
038858 Libro interattivo per studenti 2
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£24.95
032960 Quaderno degli esercizi digitale 2
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£9.35
038859 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo 2
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£7.75
B1
031840 Libro dello studente e Quaderno degli
esercizi + CD + DVD 2a
£26.50
032961 Libro dello studente e Quaderno
digitali 2a (BlinkLearning e-book) 		
£14.95
038873 Libro interattivo per studenti 2a 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£12.95

Via del Corso
EDILINGUA
Structured around a story - an intriguing noir
comedy - this highly-motivating innovative
course makes learning Italian simple, enjoyable,
and effective. The story, set in various Italian
cities, unfolds through alternate episodes of a
video series and short chapters of a graphic
novel. Along with original cultural videos, they
present practical and idiomatic language in
an authentic contemporary context. Offering
complete versatility, the sitcom can also be
listened to in the style of a radio drama, while
the DVD provides animated versions of the
comic strips, providing a truly diverse and
engaging learning and teaching experience.
The systematic course structure promotes
gradual progression in grammar, vocabulary
and communicative functions. A wide variety
of multimedia, games and interactive activities
maintains interest and encourages students to
communicate effectively from the outset. The
course is complemented by a range of online
resources including complete Schemes of Work
for the teacher, digital versions of the books,
progress tests, games, MP3 audio tracks (which
can be played either at natural speaking-pace
or at a slower pace to aid comprehension and
intonation), videos and multilingual glossaries.
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In addition, a versatile card game Gioco di
società and an English-speaker edition of
the coursebook supports the first two levels.
Teacher editions of all the coursebooks are also
available with answers pre-printed inside.
A1
036904 For English speakers. Student's
Textbook and Workbook + 2 CD +
DVD A1
£39.50
036311 Libro studente ed esercizi + 2 CD +
DVD A1
£34.75
036312 Libro studente ed esercizi A1 £27.50
036326 Edizione per insegnanti. Libro
studente + 2 CD + DVD A1
£39.50
036323 Guida didattica A1
£11.95
036327 Gioco di società A1
£12.95
036321 LIM DVD-ROM A1
£32.95+
033128 For English speakers. Digital book A1
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£22.50
033125 Libro dello studente ed esercizi digitali
A1 (BlinkLearning e-book)
£19.75
033237 Libro interattivo per studenti A1 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£19.75
033241 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo A1
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£6.10
038939 Supplemento in lingua inglese A1
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£3.40
A2
036905 For English speakers. Student’s
Textbook and Workbook + 2 CD +
DVD A2
£36.95
036332 Libro studente ed esercizi + 2 CD +
DVD A2
£34.75
036334 Libro studente ed esercizi A2 £27.50
036353 Edizione per insegnanti. Libro
studente + 2 CD + DVD A2
£39.50
036343 Guida didattica A2
£11.95
036335 Gioco di società A2
£16.75
036336 LIM DVD-ROM A2
£32.95+
033131 Libro dello studente ed esercizi digitali
A2 (BlinkLearning e-book)
£19.75
033242 Libro interattivo per studenti A2 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£19.75
033243 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo A2
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£6.10
B1
036345 Libro studente ed esercizi + 2 CD +
DVD B1
£34.75
036348 Libro studente ed esercizi B £27.50
036350 Edizione per insegnanti. Libro
studente + 2 CD + DVD B1
£39.50
036352 Guida didattica B1
£10.95
036347 LIM DVD-ROM B1
£32.95+
033134 Libro studente ed esercizi digitali B1
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£19.75
033246 Libro interattivo per studenti B1 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£19.75
033248 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo B1
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£6.10
B2
037068 Libro studente ed esercizi + 2 CD +
DVD B2
£32.75
037070 Libro studente ed esercizi B2 £25.95
037072 Edizione per insegnanti. Libro
studente + 2 CD + DVD B2
£36.95
037721 Libro studente ed esercizi digitali B2
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£18.50
033247 Libro interattivo per studenti B2 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£18.50
038914 Quaderno degli esercizi interattivo B2
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£5.70
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Italian
Vocational courses L’italiano nell’aria

Volentieri!
LOESCHER
A modern, multimedia course including
the digital version of the coursebook and an
additional app offering even more interactive
exercises to revise the units and practise the
language easily anytime, anywhere! Introductory
videos follow the story of an English student
who is studying in Italy, along with engaging
oral and written texts that encourage active
learning. Short lessons with a lively rhythm
alternate between inductive reflection on the
language and fun linguistic activities, guiding
the student through intercultural and interlinguistic comparison, and promoting autonomy
and creativity. Rich exercise sections allow for
consolidation and expansion of what has been
learned, accompanied by support for self-study.
A1
037134 Volume A1. Libro + digitale

£32.95

A2
037135 Volume A2. Libro + digitale

£36.75

Business, professional and
other special purposes
Adolescent/Adult

Affare fatto!
EDILINGUA
A beginner’s course
of Italian for work and
business. Written in
collaboration with
professionals in the
business sector, the
course is set firmly in the context of today’s
working environment. It provides practical
exercises and scenarios that develop the
four linguistic skills and stimulate intercultural
reflection. The ten didactic units also include
communicative role-play activities, workbook
section and an inductive presentation of
grammar structures. The audio tracks on CD are
recorded at a natural speaking pace with slowerpaced versions online. Further online resources
include: answer keys, audio transcripts, and a
teacher's guide.
A1-A2
038935 Libro dello studente + CD 1 £31.95
033253 Libro digitale 1 (i-d-e-e.it e-book) 		
£19.75

Short & intensive
courses
Adolescent/Adult

Facilissimo
ALMA EDIZIONI
A beginner's short course, ideal for
holidaymakers and those with limited time to
study. Students will quickly gain a practical
level of conversational Italian thanks to the
straightforward structure and approach. The
topics cover a variety of useful situations such
as: finding accommodation, shopping and
dining out, asking for directions, visiting the
bank, the pharmacy and the post office and
using public transport. Short chapters make the
most of simple dialogues and easily-accessible
written texts, a helpful illustrated dictionary and
exercises. The book includes clear grammar
tables, solutions to all the exercises, selfassessments, a bilingual Italian-English glossary,
and a CD with recordings of the dialogues and
specific vocabulary for pronunciation practice.
The audio can also be downloaded for free.
A1
034571 Libro + CD audio
038777 Ebook

£17.75
£13.50

Italiano per il lavoro
ELI PUBLISHING
Italian for professional purposes in a variety of
sectors, ideal for those looking to work or study
in Italy. Aimed intermediate-level learners Italian,
these books present subject-specific language
in a way that is clear and easy to understand.
The books provide numerous comprehension
activities and listening exercises to facilitate and
consolidate learning. The audio tracks can be
downloaded for free online and accessed from
the ELI-Link app for smartphones and tablets.
B1-B2 --- Spring 2022
032143 Lavorare in ospedale + online MP3
audio
£12.95
032147 Italiano giuridico + online MP3 audio
£12.95
032144 Moda e design + online MP3 audio
£12.95
032142 Cucina e ristorazione + online MP3
audio
£12.95

EDILINGUA

This two-volume course
has been developed for
students of any nationality
who want to better
understand operatic
libretti by learning Italian.
It is aimed primarily at
students of conservatoires,
universities and other
music schools worldwide. The course is ideal
for classroom-based teaching but can also
be used for independent study. The teacher’s
guide is available online along with a multilingual
glossary. Each volume consists of student’s
book, workbook and audio CD. Volume 1 also
includes a booklet dedicated to improving
pronunciation.
A1-A2
035794 Libro + CD audio (2) + dispensa di
pronuncia 1
£33.50
038991 Libro di classe digitale 1 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£19.95
B1-B2
035795 Libro + CD audio 2
£33.50
038993 Libro di classe digitale 2 		
(i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£19.95

L’italiano per l’opera
ALMA EDIZIONI
A beginner's Italian course for musicians,
singers, students and professionals in the
musical arts sector as well as opera enthusiasts.
In addition to basic vocabulary and structures,
the book presents more complex aspects of the
Italian language essential to the study of opera
such as the past historic tense and specialized
terms to do with the world of music, opera and
theatre. Starting from the most famous arias (Il
barbiere di Siviglia, Turandot, La traviata, etc.)
and from dialogues between the characters of
the Rossini family, students learn simultaneously
the Italian language of melodrama and that
of everyday life. Language exercises help
students develop the four key skills and to
learn vocabulary and grammar, while great
importance is also given to phonetics and
the use of the body. The book boasts the
extraordinary participation of internationally
renowned singers, instrumentalists, conductors
and choreographers who have given interviews
and created original and exclusive musical
performances specifically for the course. Online
resources include a teacher’s guide and an
answer key with solutions to the exercises
and tests. The audio tracks and videos can be
accessed via QR codes printed inside the book
and downloaded from the publisher’s website.
A1-A2
033663 Libro studente + MP3 e video online
£26.95
038768 Ebook (con audio e video integrati)
£20.75
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Italian
Language skills
and practice

LOESCHER

Speaking
Adolescent/Adult

Fonetica pratica della
lingua italiana.
ALMA EDIZIONI
A useful workbook on Italian phonetics, with
clear information on the main pronunciation
rules and practical exercises. The book, in
addition to working on the sound of words, also
addresses the topic of writing and intonation,
as well as the basic characteristics of different
local accents and dialects. The audio tracks are
available online in mp3 format via the QR codes
printed inside the book and from the publisher’s
website. Answers to the exercises can be
downloaded for free in PDF format, making this
book ideal for checking your work at home.
A1-B2
034237 Libro + MP3 audio online
032896 Ebook (con audio integrati)

Evaluation, tests

Senti chi parla

Grammar, skills, tests

£15.95
£12.95

La nuova Prova orale
EDILINGUA
A modern, updated series of books for class
conversation in Italian, using colour photos and
a variety of teaching techniques to motivate
students and make conversation spontaneous
and interesting. By supplying useful words and
phrases and a large number of questions on a
wide variety of topics, these books are an ideal
and effective supplement to any Italian language
course. The books aim to provide the necessary
support to improve students' oral production
and conversational skills, and to prepare them
for facing the speaking part of the certified
examinations in Italian as a foreign language.
A1-B1
033651 Libro 1
039035 E-book (i-d-e-e.it)

£20.50
£10.50

B2-C2
032198 Libro 2
039053 E-book (i-d-e-e.it)

£21.75
£10.95

Adaptable, ready-to-use teaching activities
for Italian oral production at all levels, both in
class and for remote-teaching. An indispensable
set of print and digital activities on a wide
range of practical topics, suitable for use and
reuse at every level and type of class, whether
online, in person, in small groups or large
classes. 40 interactive activities in the book
provide stimulating discussion topics for each
lesson. The activities are clearly presented
with authentic examples and accompanied
by photocopiable materials. It aims to meet
the needs of today, offering lessons which
are: flexible, effective both for the traditional
classroom and for distance learning; extendable,
thanks to a series of 120 additional online
activities (mini-exercises to break the ice and
conclude each discussion); adaptable; and
creative, to catch students’ interest and help
them discover the pleasure of speaking and
conversing in the target language.
A1-C1
037198 Volume + digitale
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£24.75

Reading
Adolescent/Adult

La Divina Commedia
per stranieri
EDILINGUA

Ages 15-16

Preparazione al New
GCSE in Italian
EDILINGUA
Updated edition for the GCSE (9-1) course,
now featuring an introduction to the subjunctive
mood, short translation activities in both English
and Italian, and authentic literary extracts.
A workbook and preparatory guide for the
GCSE in Italian specifically adapted for both the
AQA and Edexcel Higher Tier syllabuses*. Four
broad chapters (Media and Arts, Sports and
Free Time, Holidays and Geography, Education
and Work) develop the reading, listening, writing
and speaking skills that are necessary for
the GCSE examinations. Lists of topic-based
vocabulary are provided along with useful tips to
help students improve their formal accuracy and
communication skills. Comprehensive grammar
summaries at the end of each chapter reinforce
students' knowledge and understanding.
The book offers two complete GCSE Higher
Tier practice exams in line with AQA and
Edexcel specifications. An audio CD and answer
key for all the exercises are also provided.
*Designed in accordance with the 2017
reformed GCSE specifcations. The book is not
officially endorsed by either AQA or Edexcel.
Lower intermediate / GCSE
032032 Book + CD audio
039031 E-book (i-d-e-e.it)

Help intermediate-advanced students of Italian
understand and engage with this masterpiece
of medieval Italian literature. Each volume - one
for each cantica of Dante’s Divine Comedy
(Inferno, Purgatorio, Paradiso) - presents 9 units
focussing on a selected canto. The units have a
modular structure offering two paths of study:
- a red path which presents a simplified
version of the canto in modern Italian,
accompanied by notes and graduated activities
to aid contextualisation and analysis;
- a blue path which presents the original text,
activities, modern cultural references and points
for reflection allowing for a more indepth study
of the featured canto at a more advanced level.
B1-C2
032044 Inferno
£24.95
033193 Inferno - Libro digitale 		
(BlinkLearning e-book)
£13.95
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£22.75
£14.75

10 Italian
CELI Test di
preparazione

Adolescent/Adult

Il CELI dell’Università
per Stranieri di
Perugia

ORNIMI EDITIONS

LOESCHER
Practice tests for the certified examinations
in Italian as a foreign language, published in
collaboration with the CVCL Centro Valutazione
Certificazioni Linguistiche, the University for
Foreigners of Perugia and ALTE Association
of Language Testers in Europe. Each volume
prepares students for a CELI exam by proposing
complete, previously unpublished tests
produced by the official exam authors. The tests
faithfully reproduce the structure, textual genre
and content of the CELI exams and represent a
valid tool for teachers who wish to prepare their
students for the exams and for candidates who
want to familiarize themselves with the exam
format and check that their language skills meet
with the respective assessment level. Each
volume includes a digital version of the book
and MP3 audio tracks for the listening section of
the test, accessible online using an access code
printed inside the book.
A2 --- Spring 2022
039062 CELI 1 (A2) Volume + digitale £20.95
B1
037201 CELI 2 (B1) Volume + digitale £18.50
B2
037211 CELI 3 (B2) Volume + digitale £20.95
C1 --- Spring 2022
038563 CELI 4 (C1) Volume + digitale £24.75

Pronti per il test B1 per la cittadinanza
LOESCHER
This book is specifically designed to help
those preparing for any of the B1-level Italian
exams to obtain Italian citizenship. With a clear
layout, colourful presentation and answers
included, this book is ideal for use in the
classroom and for independent study. The
volume proposes 10 tests based on the content
and structure of the official examinations, offers
strategies for facing the exam and a special final
section which focusses specifically on writing
practice. Much attention is given to grammatical
structures, to which a recurring section is
dedicated, and to vocabulary expansion. The
book comes with free access to the entire book
in digital format, as well as online audio tracks,
audio transcripts and additional information on
the official examinations. An access code is
printed inside the book for the digital resources.
All of the audio tracks can also be accessed
directly from the pages of the book using a
smartphone or tablet: download the Scopri+
app and scan the page of the book with the
camera on your device.
B1
032762 Volume + digitale
038797 Libro digitale (Ebook)

£18.95
£14.95

Quaderni del PLIDA
ALMA EDIZIONI

Percorso CILS
ORNIMI EDITIONS
A series of books to help students prepare
for taking the CILS exams, an internationally
recognised certification of competence in the
Italian language, certified by the Università per
Stranieri di Siena. With answers provided at
the back of the book for all the activities, these
books can be used both for self study and for
class-based teaching. Each book comes with
online audio tracks for the listening exercises.
B1
030734 CILS UNO - B1
033406 CILS Cittadinanza - B1

£23.50
£19.75

B2
030735 CILS DUE - B2

£23.95

These workbooks are a simple, practical and
trustworthy method of learning the language
you need for the PLIDA exams (Progetto Lingua
Italiana Dante Alighieri). Each volume illustrates
what you need to know and what you need to
know how to do in order to pass all four skill
areas (listening, reading, speaking and writing).
Along with exercises to thoroughly practise each
skill area, each volume includes a practice test,
a CD or online MP3 audio and answer keys.
044437 A1 Libro + CD
£21.50
044436 Nuovo esame A2. Libro + mp3 online
£21.75
044439 Nuovo esame B1. Libro + mp3 online
£20.50
044434 Nuovo esame B2. Libro + mp3 online
£21.75
044433 Nuovo esame C1. Libro + mp3 online
£21.75
044442 C2. Libro + mp3 online
£21.50

Complete practice tests for students preparing
to take the CELI exams in Italian as a foreign
language. Each book provides 8-10 complete
practice tests for the particular exam and
corresponding language level being assessed.
The tests follow the structure and format of the
official CELI exams with authentic written and
spoken texts taken from magazines, websites
and national newspapers in order to develop
the four key skills in accordance with the CELI
syllabus. The books can be used both in a
classroom context and for self-study thanks to
the provision of answers to all the exercises. The
audio tracks for the listening sections can be
downloaded from the publisher's website.
B1
030401 CELI 2 + audio scaricabile

£21.50

B2
030415 CELI 3 + audio scaricabile

£21.50

C1
030970 CELI 4 + audio scaricabile

£22.95

Vocabulary
Ages 8-10

ELI Vocabulary in
Pictures
ELI PUBLISHING
A colourful and easy-to-use book to help
children learn and revise basic vocabulary.
Captivating illustrated scenes, immediate
picture-word association, plus audio recordings
and fun digital activities engage young students
in a pleasant learning process. The picture
dictionary contains:
- 45 attractive thematic scenes with delightful
illustrations
- More than 1000 words: nouns, adjectives,
verbs and prepositions
- A complete alphabetical index of the words
- Online audio recordings of all words
- Free access to a digital version of the book
with a variety of interactive activities based on
matching written/spoken words and pictures.
A1-A2
033349 ELI Vocabolario illustrato - Italiano +
digital book
£12.50
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Italian 11
Mixed skills

Ages 11-14

ELI Dizionario
illustrato

Adolescent/Adult

ELI PUBLISHING
This illustrated dictionary with accompanying
digital content covers 35 topics such as
the home, family, school and work as well
as subjects including the environment and
astronomy. Topics are introduced by an
interesting illustrated scene, followed by
dialogues and more expansive vocabulary. An
alphabetical listing of all the words (over 2000),
cross-referenced with the relevant themedpages, is provided. The book includes free
online access to an interactive version which
contains recordings of all the featured words
and dialogues to practise pronunciation plus
digital activities for each theme. The digital
content is also accessible on smartphones and
tablets thanks to a free App!
A2-B2
031266 ELI Dizionario illustrato

£16.50

Adolescent/Adult

Nuovo Vocabolario
visuale
EDILINGUA
A revised and updated edition with exercises
and audio CD included. This illustrated
dictionary with activities and listening exercises
is perfect for all ages, providing an active and
engaging means of learning Italian vocabulary
both at home and in the clasroom. 40 thematic
units provide over 1000 common Italian
words with end-of-unit tests to help revise the
vocabulary covered in each chapter. The book
contains an index of all the featured words in
alphabetical order and answers to the exercises.
A1-A2
034984 Libro ed esercizi + CD
039058 E-book (i-d-e-e.it)

£17.95
£10.50

Il nuovo Utile e il
dilettevole
LOESCHER

L’italiano per... con
storie
ALMA EDIZIONI
Master the secret of Italian cookery, moving
from stove to stove while talking like a true
Italian, or dare to impress with your artistic - and
linguistic - knowledge as you enjoy the works of
Botticelli, Michelangelo and others!
These books of Italian language and culture for near beginners and lower intermediate level
students - present a collection of original and
simple short stories, each dedicated to a classic
Italian recipe or famous masterpiece. Each story
is accompanied by a picture glossary and a rich
and structured unit of exercises and activities
to help students gain competence in subjectspecific Italian, while introducing interesting
facts and contextual information. The books
comes with free online audio. Answers to all the
activities are provided at the back of the books,
perfect for use at home and in the classroom.
A2-B1
032057 L’italiano per l’arte.
Libro + mp3 audio online
£17.95
031110 L’italiano per la cucina.
Libro + mp3 audio + video online
£16.95
032897 L'italiano per l'arte.
Ebook (con audio integrati) £14.50
038781 L'italiano per la cucina.
Ebook (con audio e video)
£14.50

Il mio diario di italiano
ALMA EDIZIONI
Take a moment, get creative and bring a touch
of Italy to your daily routine - any time, any
place! Over four weeks, each of these innovative
activity journals sets a series of fun, daily tasks
to do in Italian each day. Fill out the pages,
colour them in, mess them up, and cut bits out.
Awaken your senses and embrace all things
Italian...
A1
032066 Livello principiante / beginners £12.95
A2
032067 Livello elementare / elementary £12.95
B1
032068 Livello intermedio / intermediate 		
£12.95

The first in series of updated multi-level
exercise books for learners of Italian, full of
fun, varied, and motivating activities that
progress in difficulty. Everyday Italian language
is presented through a range of authentic texts
that deal with aspects of Italian society and
culture, with exercises to practise and develop
language skills, vocabulary, and grammatical
understanding. Free online resources include: a
digital version of the book, interactive exercises,
supplementary sheets on phonetics, and audio
via the Scopri+ App for smartphones and
tablets.
A1-B1
037212 Volume + digitale

£23.50

B2-C1 --- Summer 2022		

NYP

Più scrivo più parlo
ORNIMI EDITIONS
Guided materials to practise and develop
written and oral production in Italian as a foreign
language. As the title suggests, the goal of these
books is to help and encourage all types of
students, even the most timid, to reflect on the
target language in an organised and meaningful
way through written exercises and to express
themselves fluently, without hesitation in
everyday communicative contexts.
These workbooks are ideal for those who want
to develop their Italian writing and speaking
skills and/or for those preparing to take the
exams for a Certification in Italian as a foreign
language such as the Celi, Cils, or Plida exams.
The workbooks can be used to complement
an Italian language course and independently
for self-study, thanks to the solutions in the
appendix.
A1-A2 - Spring 2022
039698 Volume 1
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£16.95

12 Italian
Grammar

Grammatica pratica
della lingua italiana.
Edizione ampliata e
aggiornata

Ages 7-11

Forte in grammatica!

Nocchi, S
ALMA EDIZIONI

EDILINGUA
Fun activities and cartoon adventures present
basic grammar structures in an enjoyable way,
providing plenty of practice to consolidate
skills and enhance progression. An ideal
accompaniment to Italian courses - both as a
foreign and second language - this colourful
workbook can also be useful to young nativespeakers who need help improving their
grammatical knowledge. With answers included
for all exercises, this versatile resource allows
children and parents to work together at home
as well as with a teacher in the classroom. The
book follows a group of children on a school
trip: from getting on the bus, what they’ve
brought in their bags, to what they see on
the journey and when they finally arrive. The
vocabulary and contexts used are practical and
familiar so that children can begin to use the
language quickly and with ease.
A2
035789 Libro
£18.95
039060 Libro digitale (i-d-e-e.it e-book)
£11.95

Grammatica italiana
per bambini
ALMA EDIZIONI
This colourful book makes Italian grammar fun
and accessible to young learners aged 7-11,
integrating the adventures of 2 young children,
Francesco and Giulia. Each chapter is dedicated
to a single topic which is clearly presented and
supported by a wealth of engaging activities.
With answers provided, it is a valuable resource
both for class-based learning and for use at
home. The new 2018 edition now also includes
an illustrated short story, Lorenzo e l’albero
magico, with fun activities and downloadable
audio.
Beginners
038657 Libro. Nuova edizione

£17.75

Adolescent/Adult

Competenti in italiano
LOESCHER
A series of supplementary workbooks, each
focusing on a particular aspect of Italian
grammar and language skills. The books offer
clear explanations with graded exercises to help
broaden and improve students’ grammatical
understanding and language skills in a pleasant
and easily navigable way. The volumes are
designed to be useful tools for independent
study - with answer keys provided online for
self-correction - but are also suitable for use in
the classroom. Each volume comes with free
access to the digital version of the book, which
can be used online and offline via the publisher’s
platform and app.
A2-C1
033433 I connettivi. Libro + digitale £19.75
033533 Passato senza segreti. Libro + digitale
NYP
B1-B2
039716 30 e lode. L'italiano per sopravvivere
all'università. Libro + digitale £18.50

Grammatica Italiana
ELI
ELI PUBLISHING
An in-depth grammar, ideal for 16-year-olds
and over, that presents grammar structures in
a clear and visual way, starting from the verb.
Each unit begins with a comic-style page that
contextualizes the grammar topic. Technical
language is reduced to a minimum to make the
explanations simple to understand. The book
provides numerous exercises to practise the rule
and revise each unit in communicative contexts.
The rules are presented through texts about
Italian current affairs or traditions, in order to
unify language and civilization. Answers to the
exercises and audio transcriptions are provided
to aid independent study. Grammar tables offer
a summary of the topics in a more traditional
way, for quick reference. Digital resources:
online MP3 audio tracks (these feature verbal
conjugations and article declensions, nouns
and adjectives, written texts, and a wide range
of comprehension and revision exercises); extra
revision and consolidation activities; exam-style
activities; and CLIL cards.
A2-B2
033454 Student’s Book + ELI LINK App £20.50

A bestselling series of Italian grammars full of
practical explanations, examples and plenty of
exercises for beginners through to intermediate
level students. The monolingual Italian edition
has been updated and improved for 2022! This
new edition features brand-new exercises,
listening texts, and a fun comic-strip, Chi ha
ucciso l’italiano?, for each of the CEFR levels
covered in the book. A digital version of the
book with interactive exercises is also available.
A1-B2 --- Spring 2022
039067 Libro + audio online
039070 Libro + ebook interattivo
039665 Ebook interattivo

£21.75
£26.95
TBC

GP. Grammatica
pratica della lingua
italiana
BONACCI
Comprehensive and easy to use, GP guides
students gradually through beginners to
advanced level Italian, helping to improve
not only grammatical understanding but also
more general communication skills and lexical
knowledge. The textbook presents Italian
grammar in context through a variety of texts
and dialogues, offering a multitude of written
and listening exercises to enable students to
communicate effectively in the language. The
principle structures are addressed in 60 units,
analysing the most frequent uses in clear and
simple language. The textbook also includes
60 tests plus appendices on vocabulary and
phonetics. The audio tracks are accessible
online as well as a range of complementary
activities and interactive resources including
access to the textbook in digital format.
An additional workbook is also available
separately for even more extensive practice.
A1-C1
038918 Grammatica. Libro + digitale £23.95
038960 Grammatica - for English Speakers.
Book + digital book
£20.95
038919 Eserciziario. Libro + digitale £19.95
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Italian 13
La lingua italiana e le
sue regole

Perfetto!

LOESCHER

A series of grammar workbooks in full colour,
ideal as supplementary material to any Italian
language and culture course and suitable
both for independent study and for use in the
classroom. Each volume covers two levels
of the CEFR as appropriate for beginners,
intermediate, and advanced level students.
The workbooks offer a variety of exercises to
practise specific aspects of Italian grammar,
motivating students with engaging images and
activities that also present elements of Italian
culture. The clear and straightforward structure
is complemented by an attractive and colourful
design which also helps focus students'
attention on the topic in hand. Each volume is
complete with answers to the exercises, revision
tests and a final test. Online grammar tables
for easy reference are provided for free on the
publisher's website.

This useful book, with digital version and
online resources included, gradually develops
understanding of Italian grammar and practical
communication skills. A short cultural text
introduces each topic, demonstrating the
language in context. The grammatical rule is
then examined in detail, followed by a variety
of exercises and communicative activities.
The texts give an insight into Italian culture
and illustrate a variety of genres such as
advertisements, radio bulletins, news articles
and reviews.
A1-B2
037225 Libro + digitale

£24.75

100 dubbi di
grammatica italiana
ALMA EDIZIONI
Is it meglio or migliore? What's the difference
between suo and proprio? Are te and tu
interchangeable? Dispel all your doubts about
Italian grammar with this handy workbook for
students of all levels!
Organised by category (articles & adjectives,
prepositions & conjunctions, pronouns, verbs,
etc), each query is answered in Italian with clear,
precise explanations and is accompanied by a
variety of exercises with answers at the back.
A1-C1
034253 Libro

£16.75

Gli articoli italiani
ALMA EDIZIONI
Il or lo? With the article or without? A rich,
easy-to-use workbook dedicated entirely to one
of the trickiest topics of Italian grammar: the
articles. Numerous rules of use are presented
in a clear and visual way, so that students can
immediately determine which article to use in
a given situation. Suitable for post-beginners,
the book is also useful for intermediate level
students to help reinforce their skills and tackle
more troublesome topics, such as the omission
of the article or the use of articles combined
with prepositions and the use of partitives.
A2-B2 --- Spring 2022
039065 Libro
039658 Ebook

£14.75
TBC

ORNIMI EDITIONS

Le congiunzioni
italiane e altre parole
difficili
ALMA EDIZIONI
What's the difference between finalmente
and alla fine? What does mica mean? How and
when do you use anzi? This useful workbook
focuses on Italian conjunctions, adverbs,
and other words which students may find
difficult to understand or use effectively and
with confidence. The book presents clear
explanations and rules and provides students
of all levels with a rich array of exercises to
practise and develop their understanding.
A1-C1
030828 Libro

Beginners
030936 Volume 1 (A1-A2)

£20.95

Intermediate
030961 Volume 2 (B1-B2)

£20.95

£13.95

Obiettivo Grammatica
ORNIMI EDITIONS
A complete guide to
Italian grammar in two
volumes with exercises,
reading texts, and
tests. The series covers
everything from basic
rules to more advanced
aspects of the language.
Clear explanations
and reference tables together with a variety
of exercises and activities help to develop
and consolidate students’ understanding of
grammatical rules and usage.
Key features include:
- the breakdown of linguistic content by level of
competency, in a gradual and cyclical way;
- the attention paid to sociolinguistic aspects,
particularly the differences between written and
spoken Italian;
- the selection of texts that offer examples of
language use and a particular grammatical
structure;
- the presentation of motivating texts related to
traditional and new areas of cultural interest.
The books also include: control tests, for
revision and practice; verb conjugation tables;
answers to the exercises and activities, ideal for
self-study; and additional online resources.
Beginners
031022 Volume 1 (A1-A2)

£18.75

Intermediate --- Summer 2022
031025 Volume 2 (B1-B2)

£18.75

Via delle
preposizioni e dei
pronomi
EDILINGUA
A practical and useful compendium for
practising the use of Italian prepositions and
pronouns. The book features a variety of
enjoyable activities. It is aimed at teenagers and
adults, beginners or near beginners, who are
studying Italian. It can support any language
course and can be used by the student for
self-study, thanks to the provision of answers
in the appendix. The book is divided into three
sections:
- Prepositions, 25 chapters interspersed with
7 progress tests that allow you to monitor your
learning;
- Pronouns, 12 chapters interspersed with 3
progress tests;
- Infogramma, easy-to-consult grammar tables
on the uses and functions of Italian prepositions
and pronouns; mini quizzes after each table
make revision more dynamic and active.
A1-A2
036712 Libro
039298 E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
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£17.95
£10.50

14 Italian
Civilisation /
Culture

Campionato d'italiano
ORNIMI EDITIONS

Geography, history, literature,
art, politics, daily life
Adolescent/Adult

Collana
cultura italiana
EDILINGUA
A series of textbooks aimed at upper
intermediate and advanced level students of
Italian which take an indepth look at Italian
culture through the ages and into the present
day. Each book focusses on a particular cultural
area (Literature, Geography, History, History of
Art, Music, Cinema and Cuisine) and presents
a comprehensive chronological overview with
an array of authentic texts, analysis and points
for reflection. A variety of additional online
resources complement each volume, allowing
for further study and self-assessment.
B2-C2
030002 Letteratura italiana per stranieri.
Libro + CD
£23.95
030008 Storia italiana per stranieri. Libro 		
£19.95
039025 Letteratura italiana per stranieri.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£13.95
039029 Storia italiana per stranieri.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£10.95

Davvero italiano
ALMA EDIZIONI
Vivere e pensare all’italiana: guida pratica per
stranieri con esercizi.
This amusing book illustrates common Italian
customs which foreigners may find strange or
difficult to understand, but which are completely
normal in Italy. The book presents five topics
per level. Each topic is introduced by a funny
short story in the style of a comic book. This is
followed by activities focussing on the language,
intercultural explanations and discussion points.
The book is ideal both as a companion to a
course and as independent reading material.
Answers are provided at the back.
A1-B2
032043 Libro
032894 Ebook

£18.75
£14.95

Italian language and culture for football
enthusiasts! Enrich and diversify Italian lessons
with this innovative intermediate course for
students who want to deepen their knowledge
of the Italian language and culture through
Italian football, history, art and cuisine. The book
presents linguistic and cultural elements that
are useful in everyday communicative situations
and those typically related to the context of
football, providing a rich variety of material that
can be used to enrich and diversify regular
Italian language courses. Captivating images
and informative texts offer numerous ideas for
interaction and research, teamed with activities
to broaden vocabulary and strengthen grammar.
The book also includes useful grammar cards,
glossaries, and answers for all activities, making
this book ideal for self-study as well as for use in
the classroom.
A2-B1 --- Spring 2022
039696 Manuale con esercizi + risorse online
£19.95

Italia sempre
ORNIMI EDITIONS
A new and original approach to Italian
culture and society, avoiding stereotypes and
introducing students to many lesser-known
aspects of Italy. Designed for intermediatelevel students of Italian, each of the 10 units
explores a major cultural theme. Together,
the rich and unconventional variety of topics,
texts, and exercises provides material for up
to 90 enjoyable lesson hours. A clear and
simple structure and a gradual progression
lead steadily to mastering the language skills
covered in levels A2-B1 of the CEFR. The
course is ideal both for classroom teaching and
for independent study thanks to the answers
at the end of the book. All the audio tracks and
transcripts can be downloaded for free, as well
as the photo gallery and speaking activities
which you will also find inside the book. A free
Teacher’s Guide with practical suggestions for
using the book in class can also be downloaded.
A2-B1
033474 Manuale con esercizi + audio e risorse
online
£21.75

I come Italia.
Nuova edizione

Parliamo di arte

ELI PUBLISHING

LOESCHER

This updated edition has been completely
renewed in terms of design and presents a
significant and realistic overview of today’s Italy,
allowing the user to familiarise themselves with
Italian culture and society while focusing on
an intermediate level of grammar. It is ideal for
self-study and can complement any course. The
book includes 20 dossiers, which are divided
into 3 sections:
- Italy in general: offers a vision of Italian
geography, famous places and people.
- Society: Modern Italy is presented in all of its
aspects, from its youth, its workers, family and
school, to its ecology and voluntary work. Not
to mention sport, the "new Italians" and many
other things.
- Customs and traditions: A wide ranging and
detailed portrait of the habits of modern Italians,
together with information about traditions,
fashion, cinema, and Italian cuisine.
A teacher’s guide is also available to download
for free in PDF format.

30 spunti per discutere di arte italiana in
classe. Discover the world of Italian art while
developing your language skills! Simple texts
and beautiful images aid and encourage
students to engage with important, varied and
motivating cultural themes not only at advanced
level but also elementary and intermediate
levels. Key features:
- CLIL: interesting and original disciplinary
content integrated with accessible language.
- Multi-level: 30 chapters of challenging and
interesting input texts and stimuli to motivate
students of different levels.
- Over 300 activities to stimulate discussion
and reflection on the language of art, on the
images in the book, to encourage research and
to expand on the content presented.
- Audiobook: listening comprehension,
pronunciation and spelling rules, online and via
the Scopri+ App.
- Digital book: access is included to the digital
version of the book, with audio, answers, and
teaching notes.

B1
031737 Libro dello studente + CD

£16.50

A2-C1
032800 Libro + digitale
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£22.95

Italian 15
Graded readers

Nuovo Spazio civiltà

Stories and other texts
which are specially-created
or adapted for learners of
Italian as a foreign language

LOESCHER
This updated course of Italian culture and
civilisation offers a wide variety of activities,
and is rich in interesting facts and articles about
everything from famous people and places to
Italian history and society. It teams extensive
content with simple language, making it easily
comprehensible even for students who are
relatively new to learning Italian. Each section
includes grammar exercises and an end-of-unit
test, promoting effective progression in both
lexical and grammatical comprehension as well
as cultural awareness. The book is provided
with an Audiolibro listening text for each of the
six sections, a series of authentic videos with
accompanying activities, as well as word tables
to further support vocabulary acquisition. Online
resources include the digital version of the book,
a gallery of images with discussion prompts,
videos and audio tracks, the answer key and a
teacher's guide.
A2-C1
033436 Volume + digitale

£22.50

Ages 8-10

La vita è tutta un quiz
LA LINEA EDU
Journey through Italy, from top-to-toe, and put
your cultural and linguistic knowledge to the test
with 600 quiz questions for intermediate and
advanced-level students alike. Each of the ten,
stand-alone chapters is based on a region of
Italy and offers six short quizzes posing various
language and cultural questions. Challenge
yourself or your friends and learn more about
the wonders of the Bel Paese! This enjoyable
and engaging resource is ideal for class warmup activities (but also for extension and cooldown tasks), for presenting an Italian region
and its qualities, or as a pretext to revise a
grammatical structure. Answers are provided.
A2-C2
037953

Libro

£15.50

ELI PUBLISHING
Delightfully illustrated
stories specially
written for young
language-learners, all
accompanied by online
audio and supplementary
resources. Each book
includes pages of
comprehension exercises and fun activities
along with a bookmark for the children to cut
out. There is also an illustrated dictionary on
the inside cover so that key vocabulary is easily
accessible. Extra online activities and resources
for students and teachers can be downloaded
for free on the publisher’s website.
Beginners Pre-A1
033522 Nonna Rosa e i piccoli vichinghi +
downloadable audio
£8.30
A history trip to the beach turns into a
magical adventure with Nonna Rosa! A Viking
archaeological site comes to life for the
children and then they find a baby whale on
the beach... Will they be able to help the baby
whale go back to its mother in the sea?

Le vie dorate
LOESCHER
Un’altra letteratura italiana: da san Francesco a
Igiaba Scego. A fascinating guided tour through
800 years of Italian literature, which highlights
some of the most significant and often lesserknown works in an original and contemporary
way. Designed for advanced level students of
Italian, the book presents an array of authors
and their works, chronologically, and frames
them within seven topical themes that resonate
with today’s ever-changing, modern world. The
focus of the book is not only one of culture
and textual analysis, but also of linguistic
development: each unit offers a variety of
exercises, before and after reading (or listening
to) the texts, for grammar review, writing, and
oral presentation. Online resources include:
extra texts and activities, audio tracks, podcasts
for further study, answer key, and bibliographic
suggestions for essay writing. The digital version
of the book is also included.
B2-C2
037137 Volume + digitale

Young ELI Readers Italian

£25.95

In viaggio con l’arte
LOESCHER
Dieci racconti illustrati per scoprire la
meravigliosa lingua dell’arte.
More than simply a vocational subject, the
Italian language of art is a valid and significant
vehicle for studying the Italian language itself
and for the development of intercultural dialogue
throughout the world. This book aims to make
that extraordinary richness of culture easily
accessible to intermdiate learners of Italian, in
an enjoyable and interesting way. Divided into
ten typical scenarios - each set in a culturally
important city such as Rome, Florence or Venice
- the book introduces various aspects of the
art world through simple, illustrated stories,
exercises and clear, detailed definitions of 200
key words and concepts. The book includes
access to the digital version and additional
online resources: MP3 audio tracks (also
accessible from the Scopri+ app), answer key,
and teacher’s guide.
B1-C2
032813

Libro + digitale

A1
033526 PB3 e le verdure + downloadable
audio
£8.30
An extraterrestrial adventure in which a bully
gets more than he expects. A friendly alien
and his robot come to Earth and want to learn
about lots of things. For example: fruit and
vegetables! There aren't any on their planet!
Their human friend Aldo helps them and they
help him... to stand up to a bully from school!
A1.1
033529 Zio Piero e i suricati + downloadable
audio
£8.30
Uncle Piero and his nieces and nephew find
some baby meerkats. The little creatures are
very sad because they are far from home. Can
Uncle Piero and the children get them back
safely to the desert where they belong?
A2
033530 Davide e il problema elettrico +
downloadable audio
£8.30
Join bumbling police inspector Davide on the
trail of a mysterious, magical secret... Will he
be able to solve the puzzle and rescue his
friends from danger?

£19.75
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16 Italian
Ages 11-14

Italiano facile per
ragazzi
ALMA EDIZIONI
This series of mysteries and adventure
stories enables young teenagers to discover
the pleasure of reading in Italian whilst also
developing fundamental linguistic skills. Each
book includes a range of engaging activities and
is accompanied by online audio to help improve
listening comprehension and pronunciation.
A1
046701 L’isola misteriosa + audio online £8.55
044909 Un’avventura a Venezia + audio online
£7.20
A2
046702 I bambini viola + audio online £8.55
046700 Una nuova amica + audio online
£8.00
B1
046704 Il gioco più bello del mondo + audio
online
£8.00

Teen ELI Readers Italian
ELI PUBLISHING
Adapted classics, original stories and nonfiction with colourful illustrations. Each book
comes with an online audio recording of the
text, read by a native speaker, in MP3 format
and via the ELI-Link App for smartphones and
tablets. A glossary at the foot of each page
where needed and a variety of activities before
and after each chapter aid comprehension and
enrich the language learning process, while a
selection of useful dossiers provide additional
information about the author and cultural
context of the text.
Each

£8.95

A1
049295 Furto a Venezia + online audio
A2
049118 Evviva Roma! + online audio
049285 Che tesori! Viaggio nei siti UNESCO in
Italia + online audio
049237 I colori di Napoli + online audio
049156 L’ombra di Dante + online audio
048820 Il souvenir egizio + online audio
049052 Le tigri di Mompracen + online audio

Primiracconti per
ragazzi

B1
048821 Destinazione Karminia + online audio

EDILINGUA
Engaging short stories for early teens with
audio CDs and colourful illustrations. These
original stories provide a variety of activities to
help develop the four key skills, particulary in
comprehension and to consolidate vocabulary.
Helpful notes for some of the more difficult
words and colloquial expressions are included
throughout, while the dramatised reading by
professional actors helps improve students
pronunciation, intonation and listening skills. An
answer key is provided, making these books
ideal for reading and practising the language at
home as well as in class. E-book versions are
now also available.
A1/A1+
043201 Furto a scuola. Libro + CD
£9.55
039160 Furto a scuola. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)		
£6.00
A2/A2+
043199 Gli strani ospiti. Libro + CD
£9.55
039162 Gli strani ospiti. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
B1/B1+
043198 Un’avventura indimenticabile.
Libro + CD
£9.55
039176 Un'avventura indimenticabile.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00

Adolescent/Adult

of a video series and short chapters of a graphic
novel. Offering complete versatility, the sitcom
can also be listened to in the style of a radio
drama, while animated versions of the illustrated
scenes can also be watched online. A story full
of twists, suspense, but also funny moments!
Each volume comes with online audio, video
and contains: 24 chapters, presented through
photographic film stills or a graphic novel;
cultural information and a fun, didactic game
about the city featured in the story; exercises on
comprehension and vocabulary; an answer key
for independent study; and a preview of the next
instalment.
*Note: The story and videos in Avventure
italiane are the same ones featured in the Italian
language course Via del Corso.
A1
038851 Avventure a Roma. Libro + MP3 audio
+ video online
£10.95
038854 Avventure a Roma. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.70
A2
038852 Avventure a Firenze. Libro + MP3
audio + video online
£10.95
038855 Avventure a Firenze. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.70

Easy Readers Italian
EASY READERS
This long-standing range
of graded readers offers
something for everyone, from
bestselling contemporary
novels to major European
classics. Adapted and
abridged, each work has
been carefully edited by
native speakers in order to
maintain the author's original
tone. With a variety of genres to choose from
- including modern social drama, detective
stories and comedy - readers can sample a
range of authentic works of foreign literature
with ease, gaining an insight into other cultures
whilst improving their language skills. Footnotes
and charming illustrations are included to help
explain more difficult vocabulary. Each chapter
concludes with a few brief questions to prompt
discussion and to aid comprehension of the
story.
A-Series
A2 (Core vocabulary c. 650 words)

Avventure italiane.
Storie illustrate per
stranieri
EDILINGUA
A compelling, original noir-comedy in four
parts that offers students of Italian a complete
multimedial experience!* The story, set in various
Italian cities, unfolds through alternate episodes

032000 Boccaccio, G - Andreuccio da Perugia
		
£4.90
032001 Fo, D - Gli imbianchini non hanno
ricordi
£5.60
032003 Maraini, D - Mio marito/L'altra famiglia
		
£9.70
038838 Ginzburg, N - Ti ho sposato per
allegria
£9.70
B-series
A2 (Core vocabulary c. 1200 words)
032010 Soldati, M - Cinque novelle
032008 Guareschi, G - Don Camillo
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£12.75
£11.95

Italian 17
Italiano facile

032006 Piero, C - I giovedì della signora Giulia
£11.95
032007 Collodi, C - Le avventure di Pinocchio
		
£11.50
032004 Calvino, I - Marcovaldo
£11.95
032029 Tamaro, S - Và dove ti porta il cuore
		
£12.75
032009 Silone, I - Vino e pane
£12.50
032016 Cardella, L - Volevo i pantaloni £11.95

ALMA EDIZIONI

C-series
B1 (Core vocabulary c. 1800 words)
033543
039198
044732
032026

Ammaniti, N - Io e te
£11.95
Ammaniti, N - Io non ho paura £11.95
Goldoni, C - La locandiera
£11.95
Camilleri, A - La moneta di Akragas
£11.50
032020 Cassola, C - La ragazza di Bube
£11.95
032012 Deledda, G - L’edera
£11.50
036092 Giordano, P - La solitudine dei numeri
primi
£12.75
044731 Agus, M - Mal di Pietre
£9.70
044447 Pirandello, L - Novelle per un anno
		
£9.70
032084 Camilleri, A - Nuove avventure con
Montalbano
£11.95
032047 Camilleri, A - Otto giorni con
Montalbano
£11.95
035554 Baricco, A - Seta
£9.90
032013 Moravia, A - Sette racconti
£11.95

Imparare leggendo
BLACK CAT-CIDEB
Comprising original stories and adapted
classics, each book in this highly recommended
series is filled with colourful pictures and
activities to aid understanding, encourage
students to revise fundamental grammar points
and to practise their oral and written skills.
The CD contains both a recording of the text
and additional exercises to test the students’
listening skills and pronunciation, either in a
class environment or for self-study at home.
Some of the books also include interesting
facts relevant to the characters, the setting or
the period in the book, a clever way of holding
students’ attention and motivating them to learn.
A2
031247 Giallo al grand hotel du lac + CD		
£10.95
035608 Indagine a Firenze + CD
£10.95
031869 La collana longobarda + CD £11.50
047912 La ricetta segreta + CD
£10.95
044944 La vicina di casa + CD
£10.95
035298 Mistero tra le baite + CD
£11.50
044700 Una canzone per cinque + CD £10.95

Giallo all’italiana
CASA DELLE LINGUE
Compelling and original crime-fiction for
learners of Italian, providing gradual progression
in vocabulary and grammar. Each story is set in
today’s Italy and includes cultural and linguistic
notes as well as a variety of comprehension
and language-based exercises. Each book is
complete with a complimentary audio version of
the story, downloadable in MP3 format online.
Each

£9.75

A1
033829 La festa dell’uva + online MP3 audio
030827 Il drappo scomparso + online MP3
audio
A2
033830 Nonsolomoda + online MP3 audio
030831 Il kimono di Madama Butterfly + online
MP3 audio
B1
036829 Il sangue di San Gennaro + online
MP3 audio
036828 Barocco siciliano + online MP3 audio

B1
042351 Amore e ginnastica + CD + App
£11.95
048703 Baci da Venezia + CD
£11.50
033617 Delitto in Piazza del Campo + CD
£11.50
033619 Il mistero di Veronica + CD
£11.50
033616 Il viaggio di Laurent + CD
£10.95
032759 La casa sulla scogliera + CD £10.95
031954 Libertà + CD
£10.95
035618 Mistero a Roma + CD
£11.50
031133 Scoprire l'Italia + CD
£11.75
033620 Storia d'amore + CD
£11.50
031582 Veleno a colazione + CD
£10.95
034206 Villa dei Mughetti + CD
£11.50
B2
033621 La Fuga di Bach + CD
£11.95
031246 Mistero all'Abbazia + CD
£11.95
030836 Rose rosse per il commissario + CD
£11.75
031134 Viaggio a Venezia + CD
£10.95
C1
039803 I promessi sposi + CD

£11.95

These original short stories in full colour are
easy to follow and great for improving your
language skills. Choose from a selection of
intriguing adventures, romantic tales and
mysterious detective stories - all with online
audio version included! Expand your vocabulary,
improve comprehension and consolidate
grammar with helpful footnotes and a variety of
exercises. E-book versions are also available.
A1
037930 Amore e cappuccino.
Libro + online audio
£8.55
037946 Dolomiti. Libro + online audio £8.55
037932 Dov'è Yukio?
Libro + online audio
£8.55
039632 Radio Lina. Libro + online audio
£8.55
039064 Pasta per due.
Libro + online audio
£8.55
032541 Amore e cappuccino. Ebook £7.60
032551 Dolomiti. Ebook
£7.60
032557 Dov'è Yukio? Ebook
£7.60
032560 Radio Lina. Ebook
£7.60
032559 Pasta per due. Ebook
£7.60
A1/A2
037944 Amore in paradiso.
Libro + online audio
037949 Come hai detto che ti chiami?
Libro + online audio
039991 La commissaria.
Libro + online audio
037934 La rossa. Libro + online audio
037935 Le città impossibili.
Libro + online audio
039508 Maschere a Venezia.
Libro + online audio
032565 Amore in paradiso. Ebook
032575 Come hai detto che ti chiami?
Ebook
032569 La commissaria. Ebook
032566 La rossa. Ebook
032578 Le città impossibili. Ebook
032564 Maschere a Venezia. Ebook
A2
037933 Il ladro di scarpe.
Libro + online audio
039619 Mafia, amore & polizia.
Libro + online audio
039063 Modelle pistole e mozzarelle.
Libro + online audio
032591 Il ladro di scarpe. Ebook
032589 Mafia, amore & polizia. Ebook
032588 Modelle, pistole e mozzarelle.
Ebook
B1
037940 Piccole storie d'amore.
Libro + online audio
038199 Opera! Libro + online audio
032597 Opera! Ebook
032595 Piccole storie d'amore. Ebook

£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£7.60
£7.60
£7.60
£7.60
£7.60
£7.60

£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£7.60
£7.60
£7.60

£9.20
£9.20
£7.60
£7.60

B2
038506 Dolce vita. Libro + online audio £9.20
032606 Dolce vita. Ebook
£7.60
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Letture graduate di
italiano per stranieri
LOESCHER

Imparare l’italiano con
i fumetti
EDILINGUA
This series of readers takes original Italian
comics - popular both in Italy and around
the world - and adapts them for intermediate
level students of Italian. The series introduces
a wealth of diverse vocabulary, supporting
students’ comprehension with a range of
activities to accompany the story. Each
volume includes contextual information about
the original comic, author and illustrator and
provides an overview of each of the main
characters with detailed full colour illustrations.
E-book versions are also available.
B1-B2			
031150 Dylan Dog - Jack lo squartatore.
Libro
£10.95
030729 Dylan Dog - L’alba dei morti viventi.
Libro
£10.95
034283 Julia - Ucciderò. Libro
£10.95
037709 Julia - Una cara, carissima amica.
Libro
£10.95
039284 Dylan Dog - Jack lo squartatore.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
039286 Dylan Dog - L’alba dei morti viventi.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
039293 Julia - Ucciderò.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
039290 Julia - Una cara, carissima amica.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
B2-C1			
031161 Corto Maltese - ... e di altri Romei e di
altre Giuliette. Libro
£10.95
034524 Corto Maltese - La laguna dei bei
sogni. Libro
£10.95
039287 Corto Maltese - ... e di altri Romei e di
altre Giuliette. E-book (i-d-e-e.it) 		
£6.00
039288 Corto Maltese - La laguna dei bei
sogni. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00

Immerse yourself in the Italian language by
reading and listening to these enjoyable, original
short stories. Each story is beautifully illustrated
and poses a selection of comprehension
activities, pages of cultural information, and
exercises to develop vocabulary acquisition.
Footnotes to highlight and explain more difficult
words are also provided. Each book comes with
access to the digital version, the audiobook,
and solutions to the exercises online, thanks to
an activation code for the publisher’s platform
inside the book. In addition, use the Scopri+
App and instantly download the audio tracks by
framing the book with your device’s camera.
A1+
037195 Il gatto scomparso. Libro + digitale
£10.50
A2
037194 Chef per un giorno. Libro + digitale
£10.50
037193 Se una notte d’estate una
studentessa... Libro + digitale £10.50
B1
037197 Mani d’oro. Libro + digitale

£10.50

Primiracconti
EDILINGUA
Original stories accompanied by brief notes
which explain the more difficult words and
expressions, and colour illustrations which
help bring the story to life. The optional CD
is a great way to improve listening skills and
pronunciation. Activities (with answers) test
comprehension and improve vocabulary.
Also in the series are a selection of
Primiracconti classici - adapted literature from
some of Italy’s most acclaimed writers. Each of
these books includes a short biography of the
author followed by 8-10 extracts of the writer’s
work, together with a brief introduction.
E-book versions are now also available.
A1-A2
042633 Dieci Racconti. Libro
£10.50
044388 Mistero in Via dei Tulipani. Libro		
£7.60
044389 Mistero in Via dei Tulipani. Libro + CD
£10.50
038943 Traffico in centro. Libro
£7.60
042634 Traffico in centro. Libro + CD £10.50
039263 Dieci Racconti. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)		
£6.00
039251 Mistero in Via dei Tulipani.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
039253 Traffico in centro. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
A2-B1
035611
035612
044386
044387

Alberto Moravia. Libro
£7.60
Alberto Moravia. Libro + CD £10.50
Il manoscritto di Giotto. Libro £7.60
Il manoscritto di Giotto. Libro + CD
£10.50

043794
044110
043208
043207
039179

Lo straniero. Libro
£7.60
Lo straniero. Libro + CD
£10.50
Un giorno diverso. Libro
£7.60
Un giorno diverso. Libro + CD £10.50
Alberto Moravia. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
039225 Il manoscritto di Giotto.
E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
039247 Lo straniero. E-book (i-d-e-e.it) £6.00
039258 Un giorno diverso. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
B1-B2
044476
044474
043796
043803
044468
044470
044206
039238
039246
039252
039276

Italo Calvino. Libro
£7.60
Italo Calvino. Libro + CD
£10.50
L’eredità. Libro
£7.60
L’eredità. Libro + CD
£10.50
Ritorno alle origini. Libro
£7.60
Ritorno alle origini. Libro + CD		
£10.50
Undici Racconti. Libro
£10.50
Italo Calvino. E-Book (i-d-e-e.it) 		
£6.00
L’eredità. E-Book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
Ritorno alle origini. E-Book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00
Undici Racconti. E-Book (i-d-e-e.it)
£6.00

B2
030777 Dino Buzzati. Libro
£7.60
030778 Dino Buzzati. Libro + CD
£10.50
039224 Dino Buzzati. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)		
£6.00
C1-C2
043210 Il sosia. Libro
043209 Il sosia. Libro + CD
039229 Il sosia. E-book (i-d-e-e.it)

£7.60
£10.50
£6.00

Un fine settimana a...
CASA DELLE LINGUE
Enjoy an Italian city-break with these original
short stories for learners of Italian. Each
story offers cultural insights and interesting
information about the city in which it is set.
A visual dictionary accompanies the text as
well as activities to aid comprehension and to
practise vocabulary and language production.
A glossary is provided in English, French,
German and Dutch. Each book also comes with
a complimentary audio version of the story,
downloadable in MP3 format.
A1
031310 Roma + online MP3 audio
031315 Venezia + online MP3 audio

£9.70
£9.70

A2
031311 Firenze + online MP3 audio
031313 Napoli + online MP3 audio

£9.70
£9.70
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Italiano facile STORIE
ALMA EDIZIONI
A specially designed series of short and simple
Italian readers. Each book offers a collection
of original short and very short stories on a
particular topic, with a rich selection of exercises
to aid comprehension and develop vocabulary.
Plus, each book also includes access to audio
versions of the stories, available to download
for free online. E-book versions are now also
available.
PreA1-A1
030736 Storie per principianti - dalla A alla Z.
Libro + online MP3 audio
£8.00
032619 Storie per principianti - dalla A alla Z.
Ebook
£7.60
A1-A2
030738 Storie di due minuti.
Libro + online MP3 audio
£8.00
030754 Storie di italiani famosi.
Libro + online MP3 audio
£13.95
From Leonardo da Vinci to Gianni Versace,
read and learn about the greats of Italian art,
music, fashion and more... This book is a
larger format than the other titles in the series
and also includes a cut-out card game to
revise the key points in a creative and fun way.
030743 Storie per i giorni di festa.
Libro + online MP3 audio
£8.00

Young Adult ELI
Readers - Italian

- Vocabulary & Language Structures
- Grammar Revision & Practice
- Culture & Cross-curricular (CLIL) subjects

ELI PUBLISHING

Each game is graded by language-difficulty,
as suitable for beginners, near beginners or
intermediate level students. Instruction booklets
can be downloaded for free in English, Italian,
French, German and Spanish.

Beautifully illustrated Italian classics, specially
adapted for language learners. Each book
comes with an online audio recording of
the text, read by a native speaker, which is
downloadable in MP3 format and can also be
accessed via the ELI-Link App for smartphones
and tablets. The books are divided into short
chapters with a glossary at the foot of each
page where needed. Activities before and after
each chapter aid comprehension and enrich the
language learning process, while a selection of
useful dossiers provide additional information
about the author and cultural context.
Each

£10.95

A2
049119 I fioretti di San Francesco +
downloadable audio
049157 Il servitore di due padroni +
downloadable audio
049286 La coscienza di Zeno + downloadable
audio
048822 Le avventure di Pinocchio +
downloadable audio
048874 Novelle per un anno - Una scelta +
downloadable audio
B1
048823 I malavoglia + downloadable audio
049053 I promessi sposi + downloadable
audio

Games
Ages 11-14

Many more titles are available at various
levels, and all the games are also available in
other languages.
Each

£15.95+

A1-A2
033439 Fiabe in Gioco
A fun, educational board game which
combines the telling of five traditional fairy
tales with learning basic vocabulary and
grammar in the target language: Peter Pan,
Alice in Wonderland, The Jungle Book, The
Bremen Town Musicians and Hansel and
Gretel.

A2-B1
034806 Il creastorie
This creative card game enables students to
expand vocabulary, to practise a variety of
language structures and also stimulates their
imagination by encouraging them to make
sentences and create stories. Characters,
animals, places, items and actions have
been carefully selected to provide an array of
possible combinations.
033442 Personaggi italiani
A fun, cultural card game based on matching
illustrated cards with famous people and
their corresponding identity cards. The
game helps students to learn, memorise and
practise high-frequency language structures
in the language of study by identifying and
presenting a character in a fun, easy and
engaging way.

032622 Storie di due minuti. Ebook
£7.60
032883 Storie di italiani famosi. Ebook		
£11.50
032623 Storie per i giorni di festa. Ebook		
£7.60
A2-B1
030768 Storie italiane.
Libro + online MP3 audio
£13.95
The Renaissance, the Risorgimento, Fascism,
the economic boom: just some of Italy's
most famous historical moments which also
provide the settings for these fascinating short
stories... This book is a larger format than the
other titles in the series and also includes a
cut-out card game to revise the key points in a
creative and fun way.
030749 Storie per ridere.
Libro + online MP3 audio
£8.50
032892 Storie italiane. Ebook
£11.50
032625 Storie per ridere. Ebook
£7.60

Below are just some of the latest titles.

ELI Language Games
ELI PUBLISHING
ELI Games provide language-learners of all
ages with a fun and effective way to develop
their communication skills. These versatile
games can be played in groups, in pairs, at
home, and in the classroom and are ideal for
revision and practice of vocabulary, grammar
and cultural themes. This exciting and extensive
range of Dominoes, Bingo, Card games and
Board games covers a wide variety of topics:

033443 Triboo - Italian
A challenging 'question-and-answer' game
based on cultural and interdisciplinary
topics, using keywords and clues in the
target language. Students will learn and
revise a broad range of vocabulary as well
as develop their cultural knowledge and
general communication skills, combined with
the fun of team/pair competition. The topics
cover: Science, History, Geography, Sport,
Entertainment,
Art and
Literature.
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Magazines

Literature

All ages

Adolescent/Adult

Children / Teens

Edexcel A Level Italian
Literature Set Texts
Picture Books and
Popular Fiction
Our ever-extending range includes foreign
classics, international bestsellers, as well as
popular new titles. We source original foreign
language books directly from Europe, pairing
authentic language with charming stories and
illustrations that young children will love.

ELI Language
Magazines
ELI PUBLISHING
These high-quality magazines are a great
source of authentic supplementary material for
all ages, from primary school through to young
adults. They are available in a range of language
levels from A1-C2 of the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages,
broadly equivalent to Key Stages 2 to 4 and
beyond. Each issue is packed with the latest
news, interviews and cultural articles from the
countries where the language is spoken, with
engaging activities and free online audio for
selected texts in each issue. Teaching Notes are
also available online free of charge.
The magazines are great value: all
subscriptions comprise five issues per year in
a 16-page, A4 format. The issues are published
roughly every two months between October and
May. Multiple subscriptions to the same title
benefit from a discounted price as follows:
1 subscription £16.00
2-5 subscriptions (same title) £10.00 each
6+ subscriptions (same title) £8.50 each

Translated Bestsellers
In addition to classics and contemporary
fiction, we also supply European translations
of popular children’s books such as Diary of a
Wimpy Kid, Harry Potter, and The Very Hungry
Caterpillar, as well as titles by bestselling
authors such as Roald Dahl, Julia Donaldson,
David McKee, Patrick Ness and David Walliams.
Reading a favourite book in translation can be
an enjoyable and highly effective way of learning
the target language. Simply browse our website
for an author or title or contact us and we will do
our best to source it for you.

For Italian there are 6 titles available:
A1 (KS2)
097195 Volare
A1/A2 (KS3)
096526 Azzurro
A2/B1 (KS3-4)
096526 Ciao Italia
B1-B2 (KS4)
097179 Ragazzi
B2/C1 (KS4+)
097127 Tutti insieme
C2 (Advanced proficiency)
096598 Oggitalia

VISIT US ONLINE
OR IN OUR SHOWROOM
For our full range of Italian and
translated literature for all ages,
as well as language learning
materials,please visit our website or
come and see us in London at
The Italian Bookshop.

Here you will find the set texts on the Edexcel
A Level Italian literature list in the original Italian.
Other editions may also be available in addition
to the English translations. Please visit our
website or contact us for more details.
041828 Ammaniti - Io non ho paura £13.50
031911 Ammaniti - Io non ho paura.
Edizione scolastica
£16.50
In addition to the complete work, this
scholastic edition provides notes (in Italian)
on various aspects of the narrative, the sociohistorical context and on the differences and
similarities between the literary text and the
cinematic version.
030857 Baricco - Senza sangue
£8.95
038804 Brizzi - Jack Frusciante è uscito dal
gruppo
£14.50
039271 Calvino - Marcovaldo
£11.75
035354 Cardella - Volevo i pantaloni £10.75
034527 Ginzburg - Lessico famigliare £11.95
030444 Pirandello - Sei personaggi in cerca
d'autore
£9.55
031393 Sciascia - Il giorno della civetta		
£10.95

English Literature
Texts in Translation
We understand that not all students in UK
education have English as their first language.
To help them with their studies, and for anyone
who may wish to read a favourite Englishlanguage novel in a foreign language of study,
we can provide authentic translations of
anglophone literature titles - including many
set texts on the A Level and GCSE English
Literature syllabuses - in a range of European
languages, including Italian. From classics by
Austen, Dickens, Shakespeare and more, to
contemporary works such as Atonement, The
History Boys, and Ishiguro's Never Let Me Go,
we can help you find the translations you need
or would like to read.
For our recommended Italian translations of
A Level and GCSE English Literature set texts
(AQA, Edexcel, OCR and WJEC), please visit our
dedicated webpages:
www.italianbookshop.co.uk/series/AENG
www.italianbookshop.co.uk/series/GLPK
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